Theme packet May 20, 2018
Theme: SPEED
(may play better if the question reader does not announce this at the beginning)
by Luke Bretscher

Among the first games in which players performed this activity were 1993's Doom and, later, 1996's Quake. This activity developed a subculture related to that of machinima. Tactics used for this activity include the exploitation of glitches and possibilities unintended by games' developers to accomplish something known as sequence breaking, where supposedly necessary parts of a game's plot or progression are skipped over. For ten points, name this activity which consists in completing a video game as quickly as possible.

Answer: speedrunning

This substance was first synthesized in the late 19th century, but its properties were not discovered for four decades. One group named for this substance had a hit in the eighties about seducing a Catholic girl; that song is "Come On Eileen." In World War 2, a version of this substance was known as "Tank Chocolate" among the Wehrmacht. For ten points, name this stimulant with dextro-, levo-, and meth- varieties.

Answer: amphetamine or speed (accept dextroamphetamine before "Tank Chocolate")

This actor was in the habit of wearing lensless glasses so as not to look overly handsome. He lost two fingers in an accident with a prop bomb. In one film he plays a baseball fan who defends a local streetcar line from an unscrupulous transportation magnate; that film is Speedy. Due to restrictions on their screening, his films have not been as popular as those of his contemporaries like Charlie Chaplin and Buster Keaton. For ten points, name this star of Safety Last!, who famously dangled from a clock tower.

Answer: Harold Lloyd

The star of this film was cast after the director saw his performance in Point Break. It was parodied in a short film from the Cyanide & Happiness Channel. Shooting this film required fourteen buses, two of which were blown up. In the filming of one memorable scene, a bus jumped farther than expected and crushed one of the cameras. For ten points, name this film which Homer Simpson referred to as "The Bus That Couldn't Slow Down."

Answer: Speed

A commando raid by this name targeted Italian trains in 1943. One character by this name helps Hazel to repel the forces of General Woundwort and is a rabbit. Flowers of this name are classified in the genus Veronica. A ship by this name accompanied the Mayflower on part of her famous voyage. For ten points, give this name which is archaic English meaning, approximately, "good luck."

Answer: Speedwell

Two unconfirmed holders of this record were styled by Raymond Loewy. Another is on display in Chicago. The current official holder of this record and a previous holder were both designed by Sir Nigel Gresley and reside in York. One is named for a waterfowl and the other for its service in Scotland. For ten points, name this record, which has been claimed by the Pennsylvania S1, the Pennsylvania T1, 999, Mallard, and Flying Scotsman, before they were made obsolete by their diesel counterparts.

Answer: speed record for steam locomotives (accept equivalents)

This pilot is one of the few to have become an ace in a day; two of those victories were accomplished by scaring a Messerschmitt pilot into colliding with his wingman. He was one of the first pilots to shoot down a jet fighter, and in his later career commanded fighter wings in Vietnam and Korea. On his most famous flight, he concealed two broken ribs lest he be replaced by a backup pilot. For ten points, name this USAF pilot who named all his aircraft after his wife Glennis and was the first to break the sound barrier.

Answer: Charles "Chuck" Yeager

One form of this device was fitted to dive bombers in World War 2. Light-duty forms of this device are often activated by wire, while heavier-duty forms are generally hydraulic. A maneuver named for this device allows spacecraft to conserve fuel when arriving at a planet with an atmosphere. The material often used to make an important component for this device was originally wood; later, asbestos; and, currently, a metallic composite; that component is the pad. For ten points, name this device which uses drag or friction to reduce a vehicle's speed.

Answer: brake

This quantity may be very low, even zero, in certain exotic materials such as Bose-Einstein condensates. It is inversely correlated with the index of refraction. A charged particle traveling faster than this quantity may cause the emission of Cherenkov radiation. For ten points, name this velocity, which in a vacuum is equal to c.

Answer: speed of light in a medium, or phase velocity (prompt on speed of light, do not accept c)

One film by this name was a 1968 box-office bomb starring Elvis Presley and Nancy Sinatra. A gas station company by this name operates the second-largest chain of convenience stores in the US. In Australia, dirt-track racing is known by this name. The Indianapolis 500 is held on a track named the "Indianapolis Motor [this]." For ten points, name this word for a racetrack which indicates that it allows high velocity.

Answer: speedway

